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4 ABSTRACT: Accurate wireless strain monitoring is critical for many engineering applications. Capacitive strain sensors are well
5 suited for remote sensing but currently have a limited sensitivity. This study presents a new approach for improving the sensitivity of
6 electrical capacitance change-based strain sensors. Our technology is based on a dielectric elastomer layer laminated between two
7 fragmented electrodes (i.e., carbon nanotube papers) that, by design, experiences a significant change in resistance (from Ω to MΩ)
8 when stretched and makes the sensor behave as a transmission line, a well-known structure in telecommunication engineering. The
9 strain-dependent voltage attenuation over the structure length results in a large variation of the effective capacitance (gauge factor
10 exceeding 37 at 3% strain).

11 KEYWORDS: strain sensor, wireless detection, capacitive behavior, fragmented electrodes, dielectric materials, transmission line model

1. INTRODUCTION

12 Monitoring strain in structures is an ongoing concern for
13 engineers that has become even more relevant with the recent
14 emergence of flexible and stretchable electronic appliances.1−3

15 Strain sensors are now in high demand in various fields, such as
16 health monitoring,4,5 sports performance monitoring,6−8

17 virtual reality and entertainment technology,9 human−machine
18 interfaces,10 and soft robotics.11 In some applications (e.g.,
19 crack detection in structures and composites12 and medical
20 sensing inside the human body13), the rigid circuit interface
21 and the wired connection can compromise the application and
22 affect the reliability of the flexible strain sensor.14,15 A strain
23 sensor generally transduces a mechanical deformation into an
24 electrical signal through changes in resistance16,17 or
25 capacitance.18,19 Conventional resistive strain sensors have
26 disadvantages in wireless applications due to their low
27 impedance and high power consumption. Meanwhile,
28 capacitive strain sensors are appealing to wireless system
29 design for in situ and in-service monitoring. Wireless detection
30 can easily be achieved with capacitive strain sensors by
31 integrating them into simple LC resonant circuits, which
32 makes readout electronics very simple.20,21 A passive strain

33sensor is typically constructed from the sensing capacitor (C)
34connected with an inductor (L), which forms an LC resonator.
35This wireless system can transfer data with the external readout
36coil based on electromagnetic coupling and transmit power by
37inductive coupling. The capacitance changes of the sensing
38capacitor result in a shift in the resonant frequency of the
39oscillating circuit.22

40Furthermore, several studies confirmed that capacitive strain
41sensing surpasses resistance strain sensing for most classical
42performance indicators.23−25 Nevertheless, the sensitivity
43quantified by the gauge factor (GF) is the main limitation
44today for capacitive strain sensors. Conventional flexible
45capacitive sensors consist of a parallel plate capacitor. A
46change in the capacitance under strain is ascribed to a change
47in the sensor geometry. According to this model, the maximum
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48 GF that can be achieved is 1,24 which limits the capability of
49 detecting a subtle motion (Figure S1, Supporting Informa-
50 tion).
51 Further studies have attempted to increase the sensitivity of
52 capacitive strain sensors using new methods of varying the
53 capacitance under mechanical deformation. Nur et al. achieved
54 a GF that was slightly above 3 for a maximum applied strain of
55 140% by utilizing an ultrathin, wrinkled gold-film electrode.26

56 Another study used the electron transport mechanism between
57 gold nanoparticles. A GF of −3.5 was achieved for the low
58 strain of 1.5%.27 Changing the shape to move away from the
59 simple parallel plate design was also suggested to optimize the
60 sensor sensitivity. An interdigitated capacitive strain sensor
61 fabricated by silver nanowire networks achieved a GF of −2 at
62 30% strain. However, these advances are still limited and
63 insufficient to compete with more commonly used resistive
64 strain sensors.28

65 This relatively low sensitivity is still insufficient for detecting
66 low strain inside some structures. More sensitive strain sensors
67 operating on radio frequencies (i.e., without contact and
68 remote-controlled) would have tremendous applications in
69 various embedded systems. Civil engineering, for example,
70 could benefit from this system because the structure safety is
71 often endangered by very small dimensional changes that later
72 degenerate into large cracks, which typically is the case for the
73 concrete damage that starts with the oxidation-driven
74 expansion of rebars.29−31 Highly sensitive in-plane strain
75 sensors are also needed to develop electronic skins capable
76 of monitoring the vibrations of smart and morphing structures
77 such that these do not result in unstable behaviors32 or to
78 control the coming generations of soft robots for which an
79 accurate feedback on deformation is needed to achieve the
80 proper motion.33

81 This work aims to demonstrate a new mechanism for
82 developing ultrasensitive strain sensors compatible with
83 wireless communication, which results in easy-to-install and
84 low-cost sensing elements.
85 We propose the generation of a high GF in capacitive strain
86 sensors by introducing fragmented electrodes with a high and
87 strain-dependent resistance. We design a parallel plate-type
88 capacitive strain sensor using a fragmented carbon nanotube
89 (CNT) paper-like electrode developed and characterized to
90 achieve a high resistivity variation under strain. This
91 fragmented CNT paper was developed in our past study for
92 piezoresistive sensors (we previously observed ultra-high
93 sensitivity and high stretchability with a GF of over 4.2 ×
94 104 at 150% strain34) and will be used for the first time herein
95 to enable this innovative concept on ultra-high-sensitivity
96 capacitive sensors. The fragmented electrode resistance
97 significantly changes under stretching; thus, the loss in
98 electrode conductivity affects the voltage dissipation on a
99 transmission circuit model. The phenomenon makes the
100 virtual length of the sensor change, resulting in a variation in
101 the effective capacitance. This process results in a large
102 capacitive GF activated by sensor stretching, which will be
103 reported for the first time herein.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
104 2.1. Transmission Line Model. Our concept takes advantage of
105 the properties of what is known in telecommunication engineering as
106 the ″transmission line″. We will first quickly review what the main
107 properties of a transmission line are to facilitate understanding of our
108 sensor technology.

109The transmission line model is frequently used in radio and
110telecommunication engineering to describe any physical structure that
111guides electromagnetic waves. A dielectric capacitor (DEC) is a
112deformable and flexible thin film usually comprising an elastomer
113sandwiched between compliant electrodes.35 Accordingly, many
114studies have been conducted to explain the propagation behavior of
115an electrical signal in a typical DEC with a high electrode
116resistance.36−39 They deduced that at radio frequency (RF) and for
117high-resistance electrodes, the electrical model of a dielectric capacitor
118can be considered as a transmission line model. Graf and Maas
119discussed the implications of electrode resistance and contact
120placement on the DE capacitor performance. They developed an
121analytical model to show the alternative signal propagation in a DE
122elastomer-based transmission line model.37 A capacitor-based DE
123between two resistive electrodes can be represented as distributed R−
124C chains at high frequencies.40 Such distributed transmission line
125models have been applied to DE actuators by discretizing actuators or
126sensors into R−C elements.36,41,42 Xu et al.43,44 utilized the
127transmission line model for sensing local pressure on a single DE
128sensor by observing the capacitance variation and simultaneously
129applying sinusoidal excitation signals with different frequencies.
130 f1Figure 1 shows the effect of the electrode resistance on the signal
131propagation in DEC. For ideal electrodes, the DEC behaves like a

132conventional capacitor. With negligible electrode resistance, the
133system is modeled as smaller capacitors distributed, in parallel, over
134infinity segments (Δz) (Figure 1a). Meanwhile, for high-resistance
135electrodes, the DEC behaves like a transmission line model and is
136represented as a network of coupled resistances (from the electrodes)
137and capacitances spread over the sensor length (Figure 1b). The high
138resistance of the electrodes involved in the model in our case will
139result from the existence of the barely opened cracks in the electrodes.
140Note that from a modeling point of view, the top and bottom
141electrode resistances can be combined as two resistances in series.
142The electrical signal attenuation in the structure can be studied
143using an analytical model derived from the telegrapherˈs equations on
144an electrical transmission line. The Supporting Information (Section
1452) provides all the calculation details. The traveling voltage wave
146along the structure length (z-direction) is affected by an attenuation
147factor (α):

V z V e z( ) cos(2 ft )z
0 π β= −α−

148(1)

149where cos(2πf t − βz) is the oscillation factor of the sinusoidal signal
150with a phase constant β , f is the frequency, t is the time, and V0 is the
151magnitude of the alternative input voltage (VAC). The attenuation
152factor, α, for the traveling voltage wave is presented as follows:

fR Cα π= ˈ ˈ 153(2)

154The attenuation factor, α, depends on the interrogation signal

155frequency f, capacitance per unit length C C
L

C
L0

0
′= = , and electrode

Figure 1. Illustrations of a parallel plate capacitor with low- (″ideal″)
(a) and high-resistance electrodes (b) (high resistance is achieved by
controlled cracks). The structure acts as an ideal capacitor for low-
resistance electrodes because there is no signal attenuation over the
electrode length. For high-resistance electrodes, the capacitor behaves
as a transmission line model, and only one part of the capacitance is
effective. The transmission line can be represented as a distributed
chain of smaller capacitors and resistors (ΔzR′−ΔzC′).
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156 resistance per unit length R R
L′= . The total electrode resistance R

157 varies with the number of cracks and their opening along the structure
158 length.
159 C is the total capacitance of the whole structure under stretch, and
160 L is the length under stretch. C and L relate to the initial capacitance
161 C0 and initial length L0:

C C L L(1 ), (1 )0 0ε ε= + = +162 (3)

163 C0 and L0 are the capacitance and the sensor length at rest,
164 respectively.
165 While C′ is independent of the strain, R′ is strongly strain-
166 dependent due to the progressive opening of cracks that reduces the
167 global effective conductivity of these electrodes.
168 2.2. Variable Electrode Resistance. From our previous
169 understanding of the transmission line, the electrode resistance and
170 how this resistance changes with strain largely determine the response
171 of the parallel plate capacitor in the RF domain.
172 In a previous study, we demonstrated that a fragmented single-
173 walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) paper embedded in poly-
174 (dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) has a very high piezoresistive GF of
175 over 107 at 50% strain, resulting in a very effective piezoresistive strain
176 sensor. The high sensitivity of the fragmented CNT paper was related
177 to its low initial electrical resistance (5−28 Ω) and the extremely high
178 variation of this resistance under strain (up to 1 MΩ) governed by the
179 percolated network of the SWCNT in the cracked region.34 In the
180 present study, we used this fragmented SWCNT paper as an electrode
181 and superimposed it on the top and bottom of the dielectric layer to
182 produce a capacitor with variable resistance electrodes.
183 2.3. Sensor Fabrication. The capacitive strain sensor is a parallel
184 plate capacitor comprising two CNT layers separated by a PDMS

f2 185 layer and encapsulated between PDMS layers on both sides. Figure 2
186 describes the fabrication process of the stretchable strain sensor based
187 on fragmented electrodes. Note that this is one of a number of
188 possible technical realizations used herein for demonstration and that
189 other materials could be used to realize such fragmented electrodes.
190 First, we used a vacuum filtration method to produce a homogeneous
191 and thin SWCNT paper. Figure 2a shows the fabrication process for
192 the CNT paper. The Supporting Information (Section 3) provides a
193 detailed explanation of the method. The standard dimensions of the
194 circular CNT sheet after filtration and pressure-based consolidation
195 were 47 mm diameter and 90 μm thickness.
196 We introduced cracks to the CNT paper following a predesigned
197 pattern of the precracks that served as crack initiators when
198 mechanical loading was applied. Precracks were introduced into the
199 CNT paper using PLS6MW (a multiwavelength laser platform) and a
200 1.06 μm fiber laser source (Universal Laser Systems) (Figure 2b). The
201 precracking depth was chosen as the minimum depth sufficient to

202trigger crack initiation during the subsequent mechanical loading
203through a careful selection of all laser parameters. In practice, the
204depth of this precrack has little if no influence on the film conductivity
205as we only make here a superficial engraving. A density of 3 cracks/
206mm was chosen (Figure 2b). Note that in our previous paper, we
207mentioned the importance of crack density in controlling the
208resistance variation of the CNT paper under strain.34 This spacing
209was optimized before to ensure a good piezoresistive response of the
210electrodes. Other spacings could be considered and would modify the
211sensor sensitivity following the transmission line equations. We will
212perform herein a full study with this 3 cracks/mm spacing for clarity,
213but other configurations can be readily explored. We cut the SWCNT
214paper into a rectangular strip with 15 × 5 mm dimensions using a
215laser-cutting machine (Universal Laser Systems) (Figure 2b). As
216shown in Figure 2c, we stacked the layers on top of each other,
217starting and ending by the protection layers (PDMS casing). Between
218these protection layers resided the capacitorˈs bottom and top
219electrodes represented by a strip of laser-engraved SWCNT paper,
220which were separated by a 0.5-mm-thick PDMS. This process
221produced a dielectric layer sandwiched between two fragmented
222electrodes protected by two PDMS layers on both sides. Finally, we
223connected the copper wire to the SWCNT paper strips with silver
224epoxy and cut these laminated layers using a laser-cutting machine to
225obtain the final structure (Figure 2d). The Supporting Information
226(Sections 4 and 5) provides more details about the fabrication process
227of the sensor and the flexible electrodes.
2282.4. Experimental Setup. The mechanical loading/unloading
229cycles were applied using a 5944 Instron universal testing frame. We
230monitored the evolution of the capacitance and other electrical
231quantities, such as resistance and impedance, with an LCR meter
232(Agilent E4980A) or an impedance analyzer (Agilent 4294A). The
233choice of electrical measurement instrument depended on the target
234frequency range and the accuracy required.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2353.1. Experimental Results. Two fragmented CNT papers
236were superposed on the top and bottom of the dielectric layer
237to produce a capacitor with variable resistance electrodes. The
238parallel plate capacitor was covered by a PDMS layer from
239 f3both sides. Figure 3a shows an illustration of the sensor and
240the opening of one crack under stretch, while Figure 3b
241illustrates detailed photographs of the fragmented sensor. A
242clear increase in the crack opening in the SWCNT papers was
243clearly observed when the sensor was continuously stretched.
244The CNTs on the cracks diverged from each other while the

Figure 2. Schematics showing the fabrication steps: (a) filtration method; (b) creation of precracks on the SWCNT paper with a controllable
power laser (the image shows the precrack strip created by a fiber laser source on a rectangular CNT paper); (c) detailed view of the sensor
showing the layer arrangement on top of each other (PDMS/CNT/PDMS/CNT/PDMS); and (d) cross section and top view of the capacitive
strain sensor with fragmented electrodes.
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245 fragmented electrode capacitor was being stretched, leading to
246 a significant increase in the electrode resistance (Figure 3c).
247 The mechanism ensures the electrical transport inside the
248 crack under different levels of strain studied by one of our
249 previous works that include a clear demonstration of the strain-
250 induced morphology evolution of the electrode, the crack, and
251 the CNT in between the crack.45 First, we studied the
252 influence of the transmission line on the measured capacitance
253 by performing an electromechanical study where the
254 capacitance was followed under the mechanical load. We
255 obtained an effective capacitance variation of −99% at a high
256 frequency for a lower applied strain of less than 10% strain at 2
257 MHz by measuring the capacitance of the capacitive sensors
258 equipped with fragmented electrodes under strain (Figure 3d).
259 For comparison, we prepared other structures with the same
260 material and dimensions but with nonfragmented electrodes
261 (Figure 3e, inset image). The structure was fabricated with
262 very thin CNT layers to avoid cracking in the electrodes under
263 stretching. Finite fracture mechanics has shown that thin films
264 are less prone to fragmentation compared to thick films.46

265Figure S4 shows the printing technique used to fabricate the
266thin CNT film. The Supporting Information (Section 5)
267presents more details about the preparation of the capacitive
268sensor with flexible electrodes. Figure 3e exhibits the resistance
269of the nonfragmented CNT electrodes as a function of strain.
270The resistance variation did not exceed 3 kΩ even after 40%
271strain. As expected, the capacitance variation under strain for a
272classical capacitive strain sensor with a flexible electrode and
273high conductivity is directly related to the classical geometrical
274effect. Figure 3f shows the response of this strain sensor under
275loading. This strain sensor exhibits high linearity for a wide
276range of measurement frequencies. For an applied strain of
27740%, we obtained a relative change in the capacitance of 25%,
278and the GF was 0.7. A direct illustration of the improvement of
279the deviceˈs sensitivity with fragmented electrodes compared
280to another device without fragmentation is shown in Figure S5.
281The effective capacitance value of the nonfragmented sensor
282was not affected by this moderate change in resistance. It was
283mainly determined by the pure capacitance of the dielectric
284layer. Moreover, most of the change resulted from the

Figure 3. (a) Schematic showing the soft capacitive sensor with fragmented CNT electrodes and crack opening as functions of stretching, where we
show the CNT distribution on the cracks. (b) Photographs of the sensor before and after stretching, a photo of the cross section showing the two
separated CNT layers, and a zoom photo presenting the cracks in the electrode. (c) Total resistance under strain of the fragmented electrodes. (d)
Relative capacitance variation under strain at different measurement frequencies for sensors with fragmented electrodes. (e) Total resistance under
strain for a nonfragmented CNT thin film (inset: no visible crack in the CNT film). The inset graph shows the resistance variation at a small scale
(kΩ). (f) Relative capacitance variation under strain at different measurement frequencies for sensors with a nonfragmented CNT film.
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285 geometrical variation of the sample. While the influence of the
286 electrode resistance on the nonfragmented sensor was
287 negligible, the electrode resistance in the sensor with
288 fragmented electrodes was considerable. The large change in
289 resistance substantially affected the effective capacitance. Note
290 that in the absence of precrack, the fragmentation process is
291 strongly dependent on thickness. The cracking mechanism in
292 the CNT paper follows the classical degradation phenomen-
293 ology in laminated structures. Moreover, the range of relative
294 change in resistance (ΔR/R0) can be thickness controlled.46

295 Therefore, the performance of such strain sensors could be
296 tuned by changing the thickness of the SWCNT papers and
297 then the crack density.
298 To study our sensorˈs performance, we performed an
299 additional characterization beginning with the study of the
300 sensor sensitivity at a low strain. This regime is the most
301 important one for most classical engineering applications that
302 feature strains below a few percent. We targeted the frequency
303 range in which the sensor reacted more to the deformation to
304 determine the maximum sensitivity that could be achieved. In
305 this instance, we monitored the capacitance variation with an
306 impedance analyzer that allowed us to send high-frequency
307 interrogation signals up to hundreds of MHz. The range
308 between 1 and 7 MHz was the best measurement frequency for

f4 309 obtaining a high sensitivity (Figure 4a). The change in
310 resistance did not significantly affect the effective capacitance
311 when the frequency was very low. However, at a higher
312 frequency, a small variation in resistance was enough to vary
313 the capacitance. Parasitic inductors appeared above 7 MHz,
314 inducing a self-resonance frequency, which was indicative of
315 another phenomenon that we did not explore in this study. We
316 observed a 99% variation of the capacitance for almost 8%
317 strain at 1 MHz and 3% at 7 MHz (Figure 4a). Figure S1
318 compares the sensitivity of the previously reported capacitive
319 strain sensors with that of ours. Our sensor that exceeded a GF
320 of 37 at 7 MHz surpassed the GFˈs classical values, especially

321at a high frequency. This high sensitivity at low strain is
322relevant for many applications based on capacitive strain
323sensors.47,48 Figure 4b shows the relationship between
324sensitivity (GF) and the measurement frequency. The system
325became more strain-sensitive and detected even minimal
326perturbations when the frequency increased, indicating a new
327type of strain sensor whose sensitivity was tailorable by
328adjusting the interrogation frequency. Another essential feature
329of this sensor is that the working strain range can be controlled
330by changing the measurement frequency. Choosing the
331appropriate frequency allows controlling the strain range and
332the sensitivity desired for specific applications. For example, 1
333MHz allows covering a strain range between 2 and 6% with a
334sensitivity of 19, while 7 MHz covers a range of strain between
3351 and 3% with a higher sensitivity. Working at 10 kHz allows
336covering a high strain range between 20 and 50% with a GF of
3372 (the sensitivity of this strain range is deduced from the slope
338of the red curve in Figure 3d).
339We characterized the sensor durability after more than 1000
340cycles with 10% strain. Figure 4c,d illustrates that after cyclic
341stretching and relaxing up to 10% strain for 1000 cycles, the
342drift error for the last cycle was less than 1%. Hence, the
343capacitive sensor displayed high durability and accuracy over
344the cyclical tests even at high strain (Figure S6). Figure 4d
345shows a high response rate as the capacitance is switched from
346the maximum to the minimum value by precisely following the
347applied strain. The developed sensor has a high potential for
348measuring repeated stretching for a long time. Moreover,
349thanks to the electrodeˈs nature in our sensor, its accuracy is
350not affected by buckling and faults appearing in traditional
351conductive polymer composites after strain cycles.49 The
352reproducibility between different individual sensors is related
353to the ability to precisely produce the same number of cracks
354during the fabrication phase. This can be controlled by
355adopting uniform and precise parameters and is easy to
356control, thanks to our precracking process. The PDMS casing

Figure 4. Fragmented strain sensor performance during monotonous strain loading with frequency sweep or loading−unloading test: (a) relative
capacitance variation at low strain for a specific interrogation frequency range; (b) relationship between the sensor sensitivity (GF) and the
interrogation frequency; and (c, d) dynamic durability of the sensor for 1000 loading−unloading cycles at 1 mm/s velocity and 2 MHz
interrogation frequency.
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357 covering both sides also provides the sensor with excellent
358 performances because the encapsulated sensor is protected
359 from the effects of external factors, such as temperature and
360 humidity. Figure 4a shows a good linearity of the sensor in the
361 active strain range for all frequencies. The experimental results
362 confirmed the robust performance of our capacitive strain
363 sensors in terms of both sensitivity and durability. Our results
364 also highlighted the direct role that the change in the electrode
365 electrical resistance plays in the effective capacitive response of
366 the sensor.
367 3.2. Mechanism for Change in Capacitance: An
368 Analytical Model. The relationship between the electrode
369 resistance per unit length and the voltage wave is evident for
370 transmission line models (eqs 1 and 2). Increasing the
371 resistance significantly increases the attenuation constant α,
372 leading to a voltage drop in the capacitor.
373 To illustrate how the voltage changes along the transmission
374 line when strain is applied to the structure, we simulated using
375 the telegrapherˈs equations (eq 1) the interrogation signal
376 propagation for different frequencies while the strain is kept

f5 377 constant. Figure 5 shows that, at rest (for low electrode
378 resistance), the voltage wave propagates throughout the entire
379 length of the sensor even at high frequency, indicating that the
380 entire sensor experiences a voltage signal. However, under
381 strain (high electrode resistance), the voltage wave amplitude
382 decreases until it reaches 0 at distance z, especially at a high
383 sensing frequency of 100 kHz and above. At 100 kHz, the
384 voltage wave penetrates only the first 10 mm of the sensor and
385 is fully attenuated afterward. Thus, the part of the sensor
386 located beyond this first 10 mm does not experience any
387 electrical load and does not participate in the effective
388 capacitance. This is a kind of shadowing effect that changes
389 in practice the part of the sensor that is participating in the
390 capacitance as a function of strain and interrogation frequency.
391 The signal drop is related to the attenuation factor α apparent
392 in eq 1, f × R, which involves both frequency and strain.

393We observed two interesting phenomena. First, the
394penetration depth of the signal was directly affected by an
395externally applied strain. Second, this effect can be adjusted by
396the signal frequency, which is a countermeasure against highly
397resistant electrodes. Consequently, at the RF, the R−C chain
398led to a voltage drop after some penetration distance, as if the
399total area of the capacitor was reduced. These phenomena
400explained the relationship between the sensor sensitivity and
401the sensing frequency.
402The measuring electrical instrument only measured the part
403of the sensor exposed to the voltage wave V(z,t); hence,
404finding the extinction distance at which the voltage wave
405vanishes is interesting. This directly defines the effective length
406of the sensor Leff. Let us suppose that, for this distance (Leff),
407the voltage reaches a small value (V = Vmin) considered small
408enough to indicate complete signal extinction (theoretically,
409the voltage is not equal to 0 except when z tends to infinity).
410Starting from eq 1 and considering only the amplitude, the
411voltage amplitude reaches Vmin when

V V e L
min 0

eff= α−
412(4)

413Therefore, the effective length (extinction distance) can be
414written as follows:

( )
L

fC R

ln V
V

eff

min

0

π
= −

ˈ ˈ
415(5)

416Equation 5 clarifies the role of both strain and frequency on
417the effective length. The resistance of the fragmented electrode
418R (and then the density of resistance R′) exponentially
419increases while stretching the sensor (Figure 3a).

R R e0= με
420(6)

421where R0 is the initial electrode resistance without strain and μ
422is identified by the exponential fitting (eq 6) of the
423experimental curve of the electrode resistance as a function

Figure 5. Analytical study of the voltage wave propagation along the sensor length for different sensing frequencies (a) without an applied strain
and (b) with 30% applied strain.
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424 of strain. The geometrical variation of the capacitance is linear
425 under strain, which means that the capacitance per unit length
426 is a constant. The final expression of the effective length
427 becomes

( )
L

L

fC R e

ln (1 )

(1 )

V
V

eff

0

0 0

min

0
ε

π ε
=

− +

+με
428 (7)

429 Upon further insertion of the effective length into the
430 classical capacitance expression, the capacitance of a dielectric
431 layer sandwiched between two fragmented electrodes and
432 measured by an alternative signal and with the applied strain is
433 equal to:

( )
C

e e w L
d

C
fC R e

C g f R

(1 )
ln

(1 )

(1 ) ( , )

r

V
V

eff
0 0 eff

0
0

0 0

0

min

0ε
π ε

ε

= = +
−

+

= +

με

434 (8)

435 This equation highlights a new relationship between the
436 strain and the effective capacitance. This is not only a purely
437 geometrical effect as in the classical capacitor strain sensor (for
438 which C = C0(1 + ε)); it also has additional frequency and
439 resistive term g( f,R).
440 At low frequency, Vmin should be equal to V0, while factors

441 fC R e (1 )0 0π ε+με approaching 0 make the g( f,R) factor
442 tend toward 1. In this case, the capacitance variation is
443 produced by this classical phenomenon. At high frequency, the
444 g( f,R) factor dominates, and the capacitance begins to
445 decrease. Thus, the effective capacitance can be controlled
446 by changing the signal frequency and the applied strain at the

f6 447 same time. Figure 6a shows the analytical results at different

448 operating frequencies using eq 8, supposing that Vmin = 0.1V0.
449 It depicts the presence of a strain threshold similar to that
450 which was experimentally observed (Figure 6b), marking the
451 beginning of the second phenomenon. In addition, a drop in
452 the capacitance following the frequency increase is evident in
453 both graphs. At 1 kHz, the entire sensor length is active even at
454 a high strain. On the contrary, at a high frequency, the sensor
455 loses parts of its structure. This C−ε−f relationship shows a
456 good correlation with the experimental results, confirming the
457 robustness of the transmission line model to study the
458 capacitance variation of our strain sensor.

4. CONCLUSIONS
459 This study presented a new generation of capacitive strain
460 sensors based on highly piezoresistive electrodes. We

461demonstrated that the large change in the electrode resistance
462results in a new capacitance variation mechanism because the
463interrogating signal penetration strongly depends on the strain
464and the interrogating frequency, well beyond the classical
465geometrical factor. We used an analytical model based on the
466transmission line theory to explain the electrical signal
467dissipation concept on the sensor length, which allowed us
468to deduce a new relationship between the capacitance of the
469sensor and the strain and the signal frequency measurement.
470The SWCNT network in the crack of a fragmented CNT
471paper played a key role by enlarging the resistance range up to
472106 with a recorded high GF of 107 under strain. This
473fragmented SWCNT paper electrode made this concept
474unique and special in terms of its great sensitivity to low
475strain detection, which was represented by its important GF
476(i.e., 37 at 7 MHz). This work represents a qualitative leap in
477the potential of capacitive sensors compared to pre-existing
478sensors with GFs often not exceeding 1. The relationship
479between the sensor sensitivity and the injected signal frequency
480demonstrated that we can control the sensor sensitivity by
481changing the sensing frequency. We performed various
482electromechanical characterization tests to inspect the
483mechanical and electrical performances of this concept, such
484as reliability, accuracy, and response time. Our sensor is an
485alternative that can replace the current resistive strain sensors,
486especially in wireless sensing applications.
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